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Who is Frankfurt?!

SHARE WITH US!
 We want to see your finished projects and pages! Share with #captivities and tag @CapMetroATX.

Frankfurt is a Dachshund, but he doesn’t mind if you 
say Wiener Dog. His mom actually calls him a Wheelie 
Dog! Frankfurt is not able to use his back legs, so 
his doctor gave him a wheelchair that lets him move 
around super easy. He loves to take MetroAccess 
or Pickup when he meets his friends at the park, 
for lunch or a trip to the movies. Frankfurt is a huge 
movie fan and old cowboy movies called Spaghetti 
Westerns are his absolute favorite.
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DID YOU KNOW?

USEFUL TERMS
Accessibility: This means that something is usable (accessible) to everyone - whether they have a 

disability or not.

Accommodation: Changing how something works to make it more accessible.

Inclusion: Making sure that people feel welcome and accepted. 

Mobility: Describes how bodies or objects are able move. Frankfurt has a wheelchair to help him 
with his mobility.

Did you know that October is Disability Employment Awareness Month? It is a time to raise 
awareness of the contributions of folks with all types of disabilities – like Frankfurt! 

CapMetro is proud to provide many accessible services that help those with special needs get 
around Austin. Here are just a few of the ways that we’re able to do that:

• We offer FREE travel training to seniors and riders with disabilities.

• Service animals are welcome!

• Our bus operators will help riders who need priority seating upon request. We reserve 
seating in the front of our buses and trains.

• MetroBus can “kneel” down for easier boarding, and they come with lifts or low-floor ramps. 
Watch for this when you see one of our buses at a stop!

• MetroAccess: This is a whole different type of transportation that CapMetro offers to those 
who have a disability that makes it too difficult to use our other servies – like MetroBus or 
MetroRail. Have you seen a MetroAccess vehicle around town? Check out the picture below 
and see if you can spot one next time you’re out and about!
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WORD SEARCH!
Help Frankfurt find all the workds listed below.

ACCESSIBILITY

ACCOMMODATION

AUTUMN

CAPMETRO

DACHSHUND 

FRANKFURT

LEAVES

METROACCESS

MOBILITY

PASSENGER

PICKUP

WHEELS
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A-MAZE-ING!
Each of these mazes is more challenging than the last! Can you solve ‘em all?
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CAP CROSSWORDS!
Look back to page 2 for help with some of the clues!

DOWN

1. Another word for the fall season.

2. Which CapMetro service has white vehicles 
with blue and green lettering?

3. Service animals are            on CapMetro 
services! 

4. October is National            Employment Month.

8. At a stoplight, which color means “GO”?

ACCROSS

4. What kind of dog is Frankfurt? 

5. A MetroBus can            to help people get on 
board.

6. Frankfurt’s wheelchair helps him with.

7. If everyone can use something then it is. 

9. CapMetro offers free            training to seniors 
and riders with disabilities.
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I SPY!
Can you spot all the objects from the list below?
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Z E N d o o d l e
Shhhhh.
Find inner peace while you color the patterns.
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WORD SCRAMBLES
The words below are all mixed up! Can you unscramble them? 
*HINT: All of these words have been used in this issue of Cap-Tivities!

1.

3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

10.

2.

6.

7.

I Y L O M B I T

M E C T O O C I N M A D O

S T R A S C E M E C O

N A R K T R U F F

E A R C H E W I H

N E S G A S P R E

M E T L O N E M P Y

B E T R O O C

U M U TA N

W O O C B Y
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WHICH ROUTE?
Frankfurt is going to meet his friends for a cowboy movie at the park! 
Which arrow takes him on the right route?
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1. MOBILITY

2. METROACESS

3. FRANKFURT

4. OCTOBER

5. COWBOY

6. PASSENGER

7. EMPLOYMENT

8. AUTUMN

9. WHEELCHAIR

10. ACCOMMODATION
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ANSWERS!


